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This invention relates todispensing apparatus, 
and, more particularly, to apparatus jilorvdispens 
ing articles or packages of known size and weight. 
The principal object of the invention‘isto pro 

vide a dispenser that displays the articles sub- ; 
istan'tially in'their entirety and facilitates removal 
of the articles by the consumer. This is accom 
plished by ‘formingithe dispensing apparatus so 
.that'the displayed article merely ‘rests on a plat 
form and: is not wedgedbetween’the remaining ar- L 
ticles, the arrangement being ‘such that ‘as soon 
as'the displayed article is removeda new onetakes 
its place. 7 
.‘Another object resides‘in-utilization ‘of-gravity 

"to operate'the dispenser wherein-the:artioles-are ; 
stored below,‘ and not above-thedispenser delivery 
point. 

‘Another .object resides "in providing "a gravity 
“dispenser that‘is readiiy’loadedv in "the-same place 
‘that it- is ' unloaded by1the consumer. 

“A ‘further 'ohject resides in ‘facilitating "adjust 
ment of ‘ the apparatus ‘for both the - weight ~ and 
*height'of the articlesito lee-‘dispensed. These-and 
other objects characteristic: of ‘the '- invention :will 
be apparent toi'thoserskilled‘in-‘the art'asithe fol- ' . 
lowing» detailed“description-of/a preferred embodi 
mentproceeds. I 

-’In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a vertical sectionithrough thaappara 

'tusl when it is completely ?lled; 
Fig. v2-is a similar view with one article re 

moved; 
§Eigj3 is a similar-view with all articlesremoved 

vexcept two; 
'Fig. 4 is a similar view with‘all articles ‘removed 

except the last one; and 
Fig.5 is a .transversesection taken :on -5—5 of 

Fig. 4. 
For'convenience of illustration, I have disclosed 

a dispenser [that contains seven articles when 
'Iully ‘loaded, although it is understood 'tha'thy 
vlengthening'the .devicezanyrdesired number of ,ar 
ati'cles .within reason I may ,be 2 accommodated. 
The dispenser, in a‘preferred."embodiment, .in 

veludes a sheet .metal ‘housing H :which ‘has 1 two 
vertical compartments, compartment I forthe 
*dispensedrarticleszandecompartment.Zifor the bal 
:ancing weights. 'TherplatformP is ‘disposed in 
"compartment! andirides vertically in armeans of 
'isuitable ’ carriage; and track means. 
vguide, is .formed by s an ;intermediate, , generally 
.C-shaped ;sheet .metal "No. 10, having terminal 
"?anges vl I. :[The _:platform J includes a marriage 
.having‘verticaleside; members l3 joined rhyi'trans 
verseeross _.pie.ces M and Ella. ~Upper rollers .16 

in 

it. 

(I 

:2 
and @lower rollers @ [.T?I‘QQIQYidGd, andin order ‘to 
reduce friction, I.. may offset 'therollers, so that 
.the .upper .set engages ?anges 11, whereas the 
lower set engages theopposite wall of channel ‘In, 
‘which reduces the vin?iction lforces involved.- ".The 
‘flange ‘l8,._integral with thesplatformyis attached 
bysuitable means to'the upper crosspiece'fkan'd 
a circular platform .[9 supports ‘the articles. ‘I 
mayvprovide a guiding ring'2l ‘toicenter‘the'lower 
article M7. EarsZZ ‘may-be. struck'from ‘channel 
.10 toaprovide pivotal support for agui‘decpulley 2'3. 
Depending ‘?anges 24 ;may ‘be ‘attached "to cap “C 
to_.provi'de pivotal support’for a second ‘guidepul 
‘Rey 26. :Flexible tension "means, "such as cord, 
ehain, wireor'cable;2-‘I‘v is rove-overthe pulleys-and 
.attached ‘at one “end ~to ‘the “carriage-‘and at ‘a the 
other end to the lowermost'weig'htiWs. ' 

" In addition to ‘weightiwm-a plurality of counter 
balance weights W1, )WZfWSQW‘i, and-W5, are pro 
"vided, vthe‘ uppermost weight,"W1,' being suspended 
“by-‘?eXible-nreans"2'8 such’ as chains‘ or cables. As 
seen‘in Fig. 1'5, *1 ~may provide :three vmembers >28, 
'but'it‘is ‘tol‘be understoodithat- in ‘Figs. 1 Ito-4,- only 
"two-tare showniin - the ‘- interests of clarity. #All ‘but 
‘the lowest~weights ‘are 'apertured ‘ as at ‘‘361 to -'ac 
commodate *freely a 1master ‘tension ‘means 52-1. 
‘Each "of the weightsunderlying the vuppermost 
weight "-W?is suspended ifrom‘lthe weight iaboveiit 
by'imeans of'interme‘diate cables or tensionmean's 
‘28 viand 2-9. *fI‘imay provide ‘a ‘platform .3! "upon 
which‘the lowerw-eight r-rests-‘wheni'the ‘carriage l'i-s 
"at’its uppermost-‘position. :‘Stop ‘means ?S.may be 
provided *toflimi-t'the v‘free ‘vertical travel of the 
vuppermost weight‘iwi. 

'lltiisto'be note'dithatilf may‘have'one less'weight 
than the-number ofxarticles torbe dispensed. ' The 
lowermost weight We is preferably equal -.to ‘the 
weight ‘of *the :carriage andrplatf'orm assembly, 
:plus adweightxequivalentitoimore than I land-‘less 
"than :Zro‘f the-'dispensedlarticles. lForrexample, *if 
‘cannedgoods: are ‘being dispensed (aslillustrated 
1m Zthe drawings), the lower :weight might equal 
:thezweight #o‘fithe :carriage' plusithe .weight. of 11' 1%; 
pans-10f rgoodsi "fl‘he -;r.emaining aveig'hts care rap 
tproxhnatelyzequal?o :the-zweightvof :arcorrespond 
Ting:dispensedzarticlegand:thexdistancetD between 
the weights and between the upper wveight -rand 
'ithe iStQD is :;is :equal etc *the .rheight hot :the :corre 

1The'7t1fack,:0_r .sponding ~.article {to the .cdi'spensed, plus any addi 
tional allowance required ffor accommodation ' 
athei tension .meansz-Z‘S. 
Eomnderstand:thepperationrof Lthedevice, as 

fsume 'zthatithe device :fullyloaded: as ishown : in 

(if 

11, whiehiin 'thiszformrmeanstthatneven jeans 



‘ supported by the flexible tension means 21. V 
‘ result is that the platform will be urged to its 
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‘ are supported by platform P. The seven cans 
are partially counterbalanced by weights W1 to 
We. Weights W1 to We total the weight of ?ve 
cans and We adds the weight of 11/2 cans plus that 
of the carriage. In the remainder of the discus 
sion, the weight of the carriage will be ignored 
because it is counterbalanced by an additional 
mass in the weight We. 

Thus, in effect, we have seven cans on the 
platform and a weight corresponding to 61/), cans, 

The 

lowermost position by the cans. As can‘ M1 is 
removed, an unbalance in favor of the weights, 
results equivalent, in the example, to the weight 
of 1/2. Thus, the weights will begin to drop and 

10 

may be provided for this adjustment within the 
scope of the knowledge of the skilled mechanic. 

It can be seen that with my apparatus, the 
uppermost can is completely displayed and can 
be removed without hindrance from the remain 
ing articles, as opposed to prior gravity dispensers 
wherein a large number of articles rest upon 
the lowermost article. The latter renders the 
articles difficult to remove, and they are only 
partially displayed. It can likewise be seen that 
our device is readily loaded from the point of dis 
charge, and, since it extends downwardly from 
that point, the apparatus may be readily con 

, cealed in a cabinet shelf or the like. 
15 

raise the platform. As seen in Fig. 2, when i 
the weights have dropped to the point where . 

. tension means 28 support the upper weight W1, 
the platform has moved up the corresponding 
distance which is equal to the height of the can 
Me. Now tension means 21 is relieved of the 
weight of W1 and there remains suspended by 
tension means 21 a weight equivalent to 51/2 cans, 
which is more than counterbalanced by the 6 cans 
on the platform. The platform can rise no 
higher under action of the weights because the 
unbalanced weight supported by tension means 
21 is less than the weight of the six cans on the 
platform. Nor can the weight of the cans carry 
the platform lower because to do so it would 
have to lift the weight W1 which would cause 
the total effect of the weights to exceed that 
of the remaining cans. Accordingly, the device 
will assume the position shown in Fig. 2 until 
another can is removed. 
The process just described takes place as each 

can is removed, and, as shown in Fig. 3, when 
two cans remain, weights W1, W2, W3, W4, and 
W5 are all suspended from the cap C. ‘Weight 
We is suspended from the tension means 21, but 
since it is approximately equal to the weight of 
11/2 cans it cannot lift two cans and so raise 
the platform from the position shown. Nor can 
the two cans cause the platform todrop from 
the position shown because to do so would re 
quire lifting of weight We, which, added to the 
weight of We, would be equivalent to 2%; cans. - 
Now, as seen in Fig. 4, as the next to the last 

can Me is removed, weight We must only counter 
balance the weight of the last can M7. Since 
We equals the weight of 11/2 cans it will lift the 
remaining can and drop until it rests against the 
stop 3 l. Under these circumstances, the last can ‘ 
M7 will be displayed ready for removal as seen 
in Fig. 4. ‘ 

It will be understood from the following 'de 
scription that the weight We, which has been 
assumed to include that of 1% cans, can con 
ceivably be in the range of more than the weight 
of one to somewhat less than the weight of two 
cans, not considering the weight of the carriage. 
This provides a certain amount of leeway and 
permits accommodation to be‘ made for static 
friction in the parts as well as the weight of 
tension means 21. ' 

The mass of the various weights can be selected 
to equal that of a corresponding dispensed ar 
ticle. Either different weights may be'used, or 
small auxiliary weights attached as is well known 
in the art. The length of the tension means 
28 and 29 is adjusted for the corresponding height 
of the dispensed article.‘ Any suitable means 
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Although I have illustrated a construction that 
embodies the invention, it is understood that 
numerous mechanical changes could be made by 
a skilled mechanic without departing from the 
mode of operation described. Accordingly, I con 
template that the appended claims, and not the 
aforesaid embodiment, be the measure of the 
scope of my invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Dispensing apparatus for discrete articles 

of predetermined height and weight comprising 
vertical framework means, platform means 
mounted for vertical reciprocation in said frame 
work means, an upper weight and one or more 
underlying weights, means suspending each of 
said underlying weights from the weight above 
it, said suspending means being arranged to pro 
vide a predetermined free vertical reciprocation 
between each underlying weight and the weight 
above it, means suspending said upper weight 
from said framework arranged to provide a pre 
determined free vertical reciprocation of said 
weight, guide means carried by said framework 
above said upper weight, and ?exible tension 
means running over said guide and attached at 
one end to the lowest of said weights and at the 
other end to said platform means, theweights 
above said lower weight being slidable relative 
to said tension means, all of said weights except 
the lower weight being equal to one another and 
to the weight of an article to be dispensed, the 
lower weight equaling the total weight of the car 
riage, an upper weight, and a fraction of an upper 
weight less than one. . 

2. Dispensing apparatus for discrete articles 
of predetermined height and weight comprising 
vertical framework means, platform means 
mounted for vertical reciprocation in said frame 
work means, an upper weight and one or more 
underlying weigh-ts, ?exible tension means sus 
pending each of said underlying weights from 
the weight above it and suspending said upper 
weight from said framework, guide means car; 
ried by said framework above said upper weight, 
and ?exible tension means running over said 
guide and attached at one end to the lowest of 
said weights and at the other end to said plat 
form means the weights above said lower weight 
being equal to the weight of an article to be dis 
pensed and being slidable relative to said tension 
means. ’ ' ' 

3. Dispensing apparatus‘ for discrete articles 
of predetermined height and weight comprising 
a framework including a pair of parallel vertical 
generally tubular elements, a track parallel" to 
said tubular elements, platform means in one of 
said elements, said platform means'including a 
carriage reciprocable ‘in said track, an upper 
weight‘ and one or more underlying weights dis 
posed in the other of ' said tubular elements, 
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?exible tension means suspending each of said “ 
underlying weights from the weight above it and REFERENCES CITED 
suspending said upper weight from said frame- The following references are of record in the 
work, guide means carried by said framework ?le Of this ‘Patent: 
above said upper weight, and flexible tension 5 UNITED STATES PATENTS 
means running over said guide means and at 
tached at one end to the lowest of said weights Number Name Date 
and at the other end to said platform means. 1,886,694 Kelly ____________ __ Nov. 8. 1932 

LAWRENCE C. KIEMM. 2,251,875 Gibbs ____________ __ Aug. 5, 1941 
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